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Governor and Legislative Leaders Discuss TTF

Yesterday, Governor Chris Christie gave his Annual Budget Address to a Joint Session of the Legislature. The
Governor presented the outline of his Fiscal Year 2017 budget and specifically discussed the TTF. Governor
Christie said, “Some people in this room want to address the next generation of funding for the Transportation
Trust Fund solely on the back of taxpayers by imposing a hike on gas prices without any discussion of tax
fairness.”   He closed his comments on the TTF with “There is time to reach a reasonable agreement. But it will
need to be the right one for the hardworking taxpayers of New Jersey”.  The Governor is clearly opening the door
for negotiations. While we wanted the Governor to specifically outline his TTF plan, we anticipated that the Governor
would reference the TTF issue and position himself to negotiate a deal with the Democrats for the elimination of
the estate tax and he did just that.

Following the Governor’s address leaders from both the Assembly and Senate Democrats focused almost solely
on the TTF issue. Senate President Steve Sweeney and Assembly Speaker Vincent Prieto continued to pound the
drum on this critical issue and once again affirmed their desire to sit with the Governor to negotiate a solution to
the TTF crisis. Both leaders discussed their willingness to include tax fairness as part of any TTF solution including
embracing the concept of Estate Tax Reform. In addition, Senate President Sweeney once again raised the idea
of eliminating the State Income Tax on the first $100,000 of retirement income. Links to text of the Governor’s
address and videos for both Democrat responses can be found below:
http://nj.gov/governor/news/news/552016/approved/20160216b.html

Assembly Democrat response, https://vimeo.com/155603401

Senate Democrat response (go to 1 hour and 32 minutes to hear (Senate President Sweeney)   
http://www.njtvonline.org/news/video/njtv-news-special-report-2017-budget-address/

These are all good signs that negotiations will move forward and each side has signaled what they want from a
deal.  UTCA staff has continued to meet with leadership of both parties to fight for a long term, robust and sustainable
TTF solution. We have successfully lobbied to have our Infrastructure Bank language included in a renewal and
will continue to fight for a fully funded plan. We have discussed specific elements of both the Assembly and
Senate Democrat’s plans and are eager for their negotiations with the Governor to begin in earnest.

http://nj.gov/governor/news/news/552016/approved/20160216b.html
https://vimeo.com/155603401
http://www.njtvonline.org/news/video/njtv-news-special-report-2017-budget-address/


Also included in this advisory is a web address to access AAA’s 2016 report to the Legislature. As you are 
aware AAA has been a critical ally and member of the ForwardNJ movement and their 2016 report highlight’s 
motorist’s desire to solve the TTF. NJ’s motoring public has grown beyond weary with the State’s crumbling 
infrastructure, overwhelming congestion and lack of sustainable funding. The time to act on a long term and 
robust solution is now and the men and women who utilize the system most are demanding action.

To view this report, please visit: www.aaa.com/report

As always, UTCA will continue to lead the charge on this issue and all issues that affect the construction industry. 
Please do not hesitate to contact our office with any questions.




